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New Line of Affordable Inflatable Paddle Board from BoatsToGo.com
North Miami, FL, April 4, 2014 – Industry leading inflatable boat dealer
BoatsToGo.com would like to announce that their high quality 12’ inflatable SUPs are
now on sale for incredibly low prices that are approximately half the manufacturer’s
suggested retail price (MSRP). Starting at just $599, these inflatable boats are priced to
sell.
According to BoatsToGo president Eliot, “You will not find prices on 12’ inflatable
paddle boards like these anywhere else on the market today. We have inventory we need
to move, and we have priced these SUPs to sell.”
These top of the line inflatable Saturn SUPS are available on BoatsToGo.com in both the
12 ft Heavy-Duty SOT365 model and the 11 ft SOT330 model to fit the needs of anyone
looking to purchase a new inflatable paddle board. Plus, each inflatable SUP come with
Saturn’s amazing 2 year warranty, plus a free air pump and carry bag.
These inflatable SUPs get their heavy-duty name from the material they are made out of.
As the first in the industry to offer 6” thick drop-stitch fabric, Saturn inflatable SUPs are
built to handle anything the water may throw at them. These inflatable paddle boards
have also been built with 0.9mm fabric on both sides to further prevent rips and
punctures, making them as safe as any inflatable SUP on the market today.
“Another incredibly unique feature of our Saturn inflatable paddle boards is that they can
also be used as sit-top kayaks,” says Eliot. “The Saturn SOT330 can be used as a oneman kayak and the SOT365 can be used as a 1-2 man kayak. This means our clients are
buying two different types of inflatable boats for the price of one. Actually, the price of
half of one with this sale.”
These inflatable SUPs are designed to let you explore all different types of water, from
lakes, to revers, to bays. They have also risen in popularity over the past few years
because they have been proven to be provide an incredible total body workout.
For more information about this inflatable paddle board sale, you can go to
BoatsToGo.com and read about it further.
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